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Location: Bogotá

Category: other-general

Job Title

Supply Chain Intern

Job Description

Are you a student ready to start an amazing career? Are you looking for an internship where

you can make a difference and improve people's lives?

At Philips, we have extraordinary challenges to offer. You'll work in a dynamic environment,

contributing to projects with real impact on the lives of people around the world and alongside

colleagues from different cultures and areas of expertise, you'll be given the responsibility,

space and support to develop and grow in unexpected ways.

Our internship program seeks to find talent among students from the best universities in

our country, providing them with meaningful experiences and work responsibilities.

What are we looking for?

We are looking for young students, proactive, dynamic and eager to learn and impact in a

meaningful way the lives of millions of people.

To succeed in this role, you should have the following skills and experience:

Be currently enrolled in classes within a University in Bogota
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Student of logistics, business administration, industrial engineering, industrial engineering

or logistics and administration related careers.

Proactive while working from home

Fluent in English with the ability to communicate

Knowledge in Portuguese is a plus

Be detail oriented, organized, punctual, communicative, problem solver, team player, work

under pressure and be results oriented.

Passionate person, eager to learn, autonomous, decisive.

Willing to take initiative and control of their projects and tasks, focused on understanding

customer needs.

You are responsible for:

Having passion for personal and career growth

Having the desire to learn and develop new skills

Complying with assign tasks, following on projects due dates

Working towards results

Following up with the order management process, checking requirements from the

district interacting in a Daily Management meeting supporting GBS.

To support and follow up warehouse activities like (stock informs, costs informs,

demand and supply analysis.

Understanding and supporting import processes working in a team up environment to

fulfill all local requirements.

Developing a logistics strategy for new assignments as (DEMO process, distributions

process, international transportation process)

If you want to know more about life at Philips visit our Career Site. You will find great

stories from our employees and you can learn. more about our programs, benefits and



offices in Latin America.
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